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High energy photoproduction off nuclear targets is studied within the Glauber-Gribov approximation. The
photon is assumed to interact as aqq̄ system according to the generalized vector dominance model and as a
‘‘bare photon’’ in direct scattering processes with target nucleons. We calculate total cross sections for inter-
actions of photons with nuclei taking into account coherence length effects and pointlike interactions of the
photon. Results are compared to data on photon-nucleus cross sections, nuclear shadowing, and quasielastic
r production. Extrapolations of cross sections and of the shadowing behavior to high energies are given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last years, the understanding of photon-hadron
interactions has considerably improved due to new experi-
mental data from photoproduction and low-x measurements
in ep collisions at the DESYep collider HERA and due to
their interpretation in terms of QCD-inspired multiple-
interaction models@1#. Experimental evidence for the classi-
fication of photon interactions within the parton model into
direct and resolvedinteractions has been found@2–4#. Both
classes of processes show different features concerning cross
sections as well as multiparticle production@2,5,6#.

Within the QCD-improved parton model, in direct pro-
cesses the photon couples directly to a parton of the hadron,
whereas in resolved processes it enters the scattering process
as a hadronic quark-antiquark fluctuation. Resolved pro-
cesses are well described using the QCD-improved parton
model~recent reviews are given in@7,8#! and the generalized
vector dominance model~GVDM! ~see for example@9,10#
and references therein!. Because of relatively large lifetimes,
theqq̄ states may develop properties of ordinary hadrons by
emitting and absorbing virtual partons. Therefore, theqq̄
states can either interact with the hadron in soft scattering
processes~the produced final-state particles have small trans-
verse momenta! or the partons of theqq̄ system can partici-
pate in hard interactions with the partons of the hadron@11#.
In case of a hard interaction, and if the mass of theqq̄
fluctuation is large in comparison to the perturbative QCD
scaleLQCD, it is possible to calculate not only the hard
parton-parton scattering but also the splitting of the photon

into theqq̄ pair perturbatively. These hard resolved interac-
tions of high-massqq̄ states are frequently calledanomalous
photon interactions@12#.

Here, we want to study the implications of the above
mentioned experimental findings on direct and resolved pro-
cesses to the understanding of photon-nucleus collisions at
comparable or higher photon energies.

High energy photon-nucleus collisions have been studied
experimentally and theoretically by numerous groups~for
recent reviews we refer to@13,14#!. It was found that they
bear a remarkable resemblance to hadron-nucleus interac-
tions. For instance, both show decreasing per-nucleon cross
sections with increasing nucleus mass number, an effect
which is known as ‘‘shadowing.’’ Again, the GVDM pro-
vides a natural interpretation of these photon-hadron simi-
larities @9,15#. Like in hadron-nucleus collisions, shadowing
in photon-nucleus collisions can then be described in the
framework of the Gribov-Glauber approximation@16–18#. It
relates the total photon-nucleus cross section to effective
qq̄-nucleon cross sections@14,19–22#. However, the appli-
cation of the Gribov-Glauber formalism to the multiple scat-
tering process of aqq̄ state without further constraints is
only justified if the interaction length exceeds the nuclear
radius @23#. This is not the case for the above mentioned
direct processes since the photon interacts in such processes
with only one nucleon. As we will further argue below, at
high energies it might also be not the case for anomalous
photon interactions. In particular, we will consider the ex-
treme assumption that the interaction time is less than any
internucleon distance, i.e., that again only one target nucleon
is involved. For these reasons, in the following we call direct
and anomalous photon interactionspointlikeprocesses. They
may lead to a suppression of the Glauber-multiple scattering
process, i.e., to a suppression of shadowing. It can be ex-
pected that this feature is most clearly pronounced in photon
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scattering processes off heavy nuclei and at high energies,
where the cross section of the pointlike photon-nucleon in-
teraction becomes sizable as compared to the total photon-
nucleon cross section.

The intention of the present paper is twofold: calculating
cross sections of photon-nucleus interactions, we~i! investi-
gate the influence of pointlike processes on the shadowing
behavior at high energies, and~ii ! provide the basis for a
study of particle production in photon-nucleus collisions
@24#. In Sec. II we consider photon-nucleon collisions and
derive total cross sections forqq̄-nucleon interactions. In
Sec. III pointlike photon interactions are discussed and their
contribution to the total photon-nucleon cross section is es-
timated. In Sec. IV we calculate photon-nucleus cross sec-
tions and the shadowing behavior. Both are compared to data
on photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering~DIS! off
nuclei and extrapolations to high energies are given. Finally,
in Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. TOTAL PHOTON-NUCLEON CROSS SECTIONS

Throughout this paper we consider the photon-nucleon
scattering process in the laboratory frame~nucleon rest
frame! using the following kinematical variables. The
Bjorken-x variable is defined asx5Q2/2mn denoting with
Q2, n, andm the photon virtuality, the photon energy, and
the nucleon mass, respectively. The squared total energy of
the photon-nucleon system is given by
s5Q2(12x)/x1m2. We restrict our discussions to smallx
values (x,0.1) and to the limits@Q2.

Within the diagonal GVDM@9,10# it is assumed that the
virtual photon fluctuates into intermediateqq̄ statesV of
massM which subsequently may interact with the nucleon
N. This fact can be expressed by a spectral relation of the
form @15,14,25#

sg!N~s,Q2!54paemE
M0
2

M1
2

dM2D~M2!S M2

M21Q2D 2

3S 11e
Q2

M2DsVN~s,Q2,M2!. ~1!

We useaem5e2/4p51/137. The factorD(M2) incorporates
the density ofqq̄ systems per unit mass-squared interval:

D~M2!5
Re1e2~M2!

12p2M2 ,

Re1e2~M2!5
se1e2→hadrons~M

2!

se1e2→m1m2~M2!
'3(

f
ef
2 , ~2!

where we sum up the squared quark charges of all quark
flavors being energetically accessible.e is the ratio between
the fluxes of longitudinally and transversally polarized pho-
tons.sVN denotes the effective cross section for the interac-
tion of aqq̄ system with massM with a nucleon.

Considering low-Q2 g!p scattering only, a detailed model
for theM2 andQ2 dependence ofsVN is not needed. At high
collision energies, the average lifetime of the hadronicqq̄
fluctuation t f;2n/(M21Q2) is almost always larger than
the typical hadronic interaction timet int ~for nucleons

t int;r N'1 fm!. However, in photon-nucleus collisions the
M2 andQ2 dependence ofsVN might be important since the
coherence lengthd;t f of the hadronic fluctuation can be-
come comparable to or smaller than the nuclear radius or the
nuclear mean free path@'1/(nsVN), with n being the num-
ber of nucleons per unit volume# @15#. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing we are going to estimate the~purely theoretical!
quantity sVN using Eq. ~1! and a parametrization for the
experimentally measurable cross sectionsg!N .

With increasing massM of theqq̄ system the virtuality of
the q and q̄ of the system increases. As a consequence, the
transverse size of the hadronic fluctuation and, hence,sVN
decreases like 1/M2 at largeM2 @15,22#. Following Ref.@15#
we approximate this effect parametrizingsVN as

sVN~s,Q2,M2!5
s̃VN~s,Q2!

M21Q21C2 . ~3!

Here,C is a model-dependent parameter@15# and taken to be
C252 GeV2. With Eq. ~3! theM2 dependence of the inte-
grand in Eq.~1! is explicitly known and the integration over
M2 betweenM0

254mp
2 andM1

25s can be performed. The
lower integration limit corresponds to the kinematical thresh-
old. Alternatively, the contributions from the low mass vec-
tor mesonsr0, v, andf could be added as separate terms to
the continuum@Eq. ~1!#, in this case starting the integration
atmf

2 @14,26#. However, this has been omitted for simplicity.
The upper limit, here formally taken to bes, has practically
no influence on the results at low and moderateQ2 since
high M2 values are suppressed. The only quantity on the
right hand side~RHS! of Eqs.~1! and~3! which is unknown
so far is s̃VN . Using a parametrization forsg!N , the M

2

independent part of Eq.~3!, s̃VN , can be calculated for each
value ofs andQ2.

Applying the convention of Ref.@27#, the cross section
for the scattering of virtual photons off nucleonssg!N can be
written as

sg!N~s,Q2!5
4p2aem

Q2~12x!
F2
N~x,Q2!. ~4!

Since in the present paper we want to study cross sections
and shadowing in theQ2 region of both, photoproduction
and DIS, we use the model of Capella, Kaidalov, Merino,
and Trân Thanh Vân @28# ~CKMT! for the structure function
F2
N which provides a simple analytical parametrization valid

for 0<Q2&5 GeV2. The nucleon structure function is de-
rived from Regge arguments taking rescattering effects into
account:

F2
N~x,Q2!5Ax2D~Q2!~12x!n~Q2!14S Q2

Q21aD
11D~Q2!

1Bx12aR~12x!n~Q2!S Q2

Q21bD
aR

~5!

with
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D~Q2!5D0S 11
2Q2

Q21dD , n~Q2!5
3

2S 11
Q2

Q21cD .
~6!

The first term in Eq.~5! is associated with the pomeron con-
tribution determining the small-x behavior of the sea-quark
distribution function, whereas the second term is param-
etrized according to secondary reggeon contributions gov-
erning the valence-quark distribution function of the
nucleon. We refer to@28# for the values of the parameters
entering the expressions. The structure function resulting
from this model is in reasonable agreement with measure-
ments @28#. Using the ansatz for the gluon distribution as
given in @28# we obtainF2

N for higher values ofQ2 by per-
forming a QCD evolution in leading logarithmic approxima-
tion.

We note that also other parametrizations would be suit-
able, for instance the parametrization of Abramowiczet al.
@29# and in the lowQ2 range the parametrizations of Badelek
and Kwieciński @30#. Furthermore, for low values ofQ2 the
photon-nucleon cross sectionsg!N can be equally well ob-
tained in the framework of the two-component dual parton
model~DPM! @31,32#. The advantage of the two-component
DPM calculation is that in this case a detailed model for the
inelastic final states exists@32#, which is also applied to the
study of particle production in@24#.

In Fig. 1 we compare the photoproduction cross sections
sgp
tot obtained from the CKMT model~thick solid line! and

calculated within the two-component DPM~dotted line! with
data@33–35#. The differences in the high energy extrapola-
tion reflect the typical size of the theoretical uncertainties.

In Fig. 2~a! we show the energy-dependence of the effec-
tive cross sectionsVN for M

25mr
2 and differentQ2 values.

As observed ing!p collisions, the rise of the cross section

with energy becomes steeper with increasing photon virtual-
ity. In Fig. 2~b! the Q2 dependence ofsVN for different
energies andM25mr

2 is given. As expected, theQ2 depen-
dence is very weak forQ2,mr

21C2.

III. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM POINTLIKE
INTERACTIONS OF THE PHOTON

The integral in Eq.~1! receives also contributions from
hadronic fluctuations with large massM . In terms of the
QCD-improved parton model the hadronic interactions of
these high-mass fluctuations (qq̄ states! correspond to point-
like photon interactions. The average transverse momentum
of the partons of such aqq̄ state is proportional to its mass
@22#. Hence, on this basis direct and resolved photon inter-
actions are included in Eq.~1!. Of course, a sharp distinction
between direct and resolved interactions is not possible. In
direct interactions, the photon couples directly to a parton of
the nucleon which determines the highest virtuality of the
scattering process@see Fig. 3~a!#. In resolved interactions,
the photon may fluctuate into aqq̄ pair with high virtuality.
For example, aqq̄ system can emit a gluon leading to a
quark with even higher virtuality which couples to a gluon of

FIG. 1. Total photon-proton cross sections as calculated with the
CKMT model @28# ~thick solid line! and obtained within the two-
component DPM~dotted line! are shown together with measure-
ments@33–35#. In addition, we give the contribution to the total
cross section from direct processes and the cross section reflecting
the anomalous component of the photon-PDFs. The latter are cal-
culated using the GRV@44,45# ~solid line! and SaS-2D@47# ~dotted
line! PDF parametrizations.

FIG. 2. The effectiveqq̄-nucleon cross sections atM25mr
2 are

shown. In~a! the dependence on the energy is given for three dif-
ferent photon virtualities. In~b! we show theQ2-behavior for three
different energies.
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the nucleon as shown in Fig. 3~b!. Therefore, it is necessary
to distinguish two scales to characterize a hard photon-
nucleon scattering:~i! the virtuality M of the hadronicqq̄
fluctuation and~ii ! the scale of the hard scatteringm, which
is approximately given by the momentum transfer in the hard
scattering process. Then, form2'M2 the interaction is clas-
sified as direct interaction whereas form2@M2 the interac-
tion is a resolved one. As already mentioned, in case of re-
solved interactions withm2@M2 andM2@LQCD

2 , not only
the hard parton-parton scattering but also the splitting of the
photon into theqq̄ pair can be calculated perturbatively.
These interactions lead to a rise of the photon structure func-
tion with m2 like ln(m2) @36# ~anomalous contribution to the
photon structure function@12#!. In the following we consider
as pointlike photon interactions all processes which are char-
acterized byM2@LQCD

2 .
In direct and anomalous processes eitherM2 or the trans-

verse momentum of the hard scattering,p' , acts as hard
scale permitting perturbative calculations. Therefore, the
cross section for direct processessg!N

dir and the cross section
sg!N
ano for the fluctuation of a photon into aqq̄ system with a

large massM ~i.e., highly virtual quarks! and the interaction
of this system with a nucleon can be estimated using pertur-
bative QCD.

In lowest-order perturbative QCD, the direct photon-
nucleon cross section follows from

sg!N
dir

~s,p'
cutoff!5E dxd t̂(

i ,k,l
f i uN~x,m2!

3
dsg,i→k,l

QCD ~ ŝ, t̂ !

d t̂
Q~p'2p'

cutoff!, ~7!

wheref i uN denotes the parton distribution function~PDF! for
the partoni of the nucleon and the sum runs over all possible
parton configurations (i ,k,l ). For the calculation we use

m25p'
2 /4. The transverse momentum cutoffp'

cutoff restricts
the integration to the perturbatively reliable region.

In order to calculate the anomalous cross sectionsg!N
ano ,

we use thePHOJET Monte Carlo ~MC! event generator
@31,32# to simulate hard resolved photon-nucleon interac-
tions according to the cross section

sgN
res~s,p'

cutoff!5E dx1dx2d t̂ (
i , j ,k,l

S 1

11]k,l

3 f i ug~x1 ,m
2! f j uN~x2 ,m

2!

3
ds i , j→k,l

QCD ~ ŝ, t̂ !

d t̂
Q~p'2p'

cutoff!D . ~8!

This cross section receives contributions from low-mass and
high-massqq̄ fluctuations. In order to determine the cross
section due to anomalous interactions, initial state parton
showers were generated for each hard interaction using a
backwards evolution algorithm similar to the one discussed
in @37,38# using the parton transverse momentum as evolu-
tion variable. Some basic coherence effects are implemented
by imposing angular ordering of the parton emissions. Fur-
thermore, the possibility to have a hardg→qq̄ process dur-
ing the shower evolution is taken into account. After each
parton emission, the probability to stop the parton shower
evolution due to a pointlike splitting is taken to be the ratio
of theg→qq̄ contribution to the quark density in the photon

q~x,m2!5
3aem

2p
eq
2F @x21~12x!2# lnS 12x

x

m2

~p'
cutoff!2D

18x~12x!21G ~9!

and the quark density of the full photon PDF. Since we are
only interested ing→qq̄ splittings with a remnant quark
havingp'.p'

cutoff , the transverse momentum cutoffp'
cutoff is

used in Eq.~9! as the lowest quark virtuality. Then, the frac-
tion of the anomalous cross section to the total hard resolved
photon-nucleon cross section is given by the fraction of
events where an anomalous splitting withp'.p'

cutoff has
been generated. Within the calculations, we use the GRV
PDF parametrization for the proton@39#. Recent HERA mea-
surements showed that this parametrization gives a reason-
able description of the proton structure function at lowx
@40,41#. We however note that also the CTEQ4@42# and
Martin-Roberts-Stirling set R@MRS~R!# @43# PDF’s could be
applied in this study since in the considered energy range the
differences between all these PDF parametrizations are un-
important for our purpose. Concerning the photon structure
function much less data are available. In the following we
choose the GRV parametrization for the photon PDF’s
@44,45# which has been successfully applied to reproduce
HERA measurements@1,46#. In order to estimate uncertain-
ties of the calculations the SaS-2D parametrization@47# is
used additionally. For the transverse momentum cutoff a
value of 3 GeV/c is applied consistently to both, direct and
resolved interactions. In@24# particle production in photon-
nucleus interactions based on thePHOJETmodel for the de-

FIG. 3. Examples for pointlike interactions of the photon. In~a!
direct photon-nucleon interactions contributing in lowest order
pQCD and in ~b! an example for an anomalous photon-nucleon
interaction are shown.
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scription of photon-nucleon interactions is studied. There, we
argue that a model which should give a reasonable descrip-
tion of photoproduction off nuclei has to be able to describe
the main features of photon-proton interactions as well.
Since it was found by the H1 Collaboration@5# that the
PHOJETevent generator provides a reasonable description of
gp photoproduction at 200 GeV c.m. energy using a trans-
verse momentum cutoff of 3 GeV/c we use this value con-
sistently for the calculation of cross sections and of particle
production in photon-proton and in photon-nucleus interac-
tions. It should be emphasized that using a much lower trans-
verse momentum cutoff, the strong parton virtuality ordering
assumed in the parton model expression~8! becomes ques-
tionable since very smallx-values would enter this equation
@48#. The formalism presented here is only applicable for
photons with lowQ2, i.e.,Q2!4p'

2 . In Fig. 1 the calculated
cross sections for direct and anomalous photon interactions
on a proton target are shown. In addition we plot the results
from a calculation using the SaS-2D PDFs for the photon
@47#. The differences between the results obtained with the
two PDF parametrizations are small and do not change the
qualitative conclusions drawn from this investigation.

IV. PHOTON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

A. Cross sections

The application of Eq.~1! to the scattering of a virtual
photon on a nuclear target of mass numberA is straightfor-
ward ~see@14# and references therein!. In order to calculate
the total virtual photon-nucleus cross sectionsg!A , sVN has
to be replaced by the effective cross sectionsVA for the
interaction of aqq̄ system of massM with a nucleus with
mass numberA:

sg!A~s,Q2!54paemE
M0
2

M1
2

dM2D~M2!S M2

M21Q2D 2

3S 11e
Q2

M2DsVA~s,Q
2,M2!. ~10!

sVA is obtained as follows: For coherence lengthsd of the
hadronic fluctuation

d5
2n

M21Q2 ~11!

exceeding the average distance between two nucleons the
qq̄ system may interact coherently with several nucleons of
the target nucleus. This multiple scattering process can be
described using the MC realization of the Glauber-Gribov
approximation by Shmakovet al. @49#, here, extended to
photon projectiles. The high energy small-angle scattering
amplitudeF for the interaction of aqq̄ system with a nucleus
at impact parameterbW can be written in terms of the impact
parameter amplitudeG for the interaction of theqq̄ system
with individual nucleons@49#

F~bW !5^cA
f u12)

i51

A

@12G~bW i !#ucA
i &, bW i5bW 2sW i .

~12!

ThesW i are the coordinates of the nucleons with regard to the
center of mass of the nucleus in the plane of impact param-
eter. The scattering amplitude is averaged over the initial and
final state wave functionscA

i andcA
f of the nucleus. For the

qq̄-nucleon scattering amplitude we assume the parametriza-
tion

G~s,Q2,M2,bW !5
sVN~s,Q2,M2!

4pB~s,Q2,M2!

3S 12 i
Ref ~0!

Imf ~0! DexpS 2bW 2

2B~s,Q2,M2!
D .
~13!

The effectiveqq̄-nucleon cross sectionsVN is obtained as
discussed in Sec. II@Eq. ~3!#. We adopt the parametrization
of the slopeB from @50#

B~s,Q2,M2!52FB0
21aP8 lnS s

M21Q2D G ,
B0
25S 21

mr
2

M21Q2DGeV22, aP850.25GeV22, ~14!

and assume for the ratio Ref (0)/Imf (0) a constant value of
0.1. Neglecting correlations between nucleons one may write

ucA
i u25)

j51

A

rA~sW j ,zj !, rA~rW !5
K

11exp@~ urWu2RA!/c#
~15!

whererA is the one-particle Woods-Saxon density distribu-
tion with c50.545 fm andRA51.12A1/3 fm @51#. Therefore,
for the total, inelastic, and elasticqq̄-nucleus cross sections
sVA
tot , sVA

inel , andsVA
el we obtain

sVA
tot ~s,Q2,M2!52ReE d2bF~s,Q2,M2,bW !

52ReH E d2bE )
j51

A

d3r jrA~rW j !

3S 12)
i51

A

@12G~s,Q2,M2,bW i !# D J , ~16!

sVA
inel~s,Q2,M2!5E d2b~12u12F~s,Q2,M2,bW !u2!

5E d2bE )
j51

A

d3r jrA~rW j !

3S 12U)
i51

A

@12G~s,Q2,M2,bW i !#U2D ,
~17!

sVA
el ~s,Q2,M2!5sVA

tot ~s,Q2,M2!2sVA
inel~s,Q2,M2!. ~18!
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The integrations over therW j ’s are performed by taking the
average of the integrand in Eqs.~16!, ~17! over a sufficiently
large number of nucleon coordinates sets sampled from the
density distributionrA .

At low energies the coherence lengthd may lead to a
suppression of shadowing which we take into account in the
calculation of the product over theA nucleons for a fixed
spatial nucleon configuration@Eqs. ~16!, ~17!#. In the non-
shadowing limit, i.e., ifd is smaller than any internucleon
distance, we obtain a sum overG(bW i) and, therefore,
sVA'AsVN .

As discussed initially, in direct photon interactions the
Glauber multiple scattering process is, per definition, com-
pletely suppressed since the photon couples directly to a par-
ton in a nucleon without leaving any remnant. In contrast,
the assumption that also in anomalous photon interactions
the Glauber cascade is reduced to oneqq̄-nucleon scattering
can only be considered as an extreme case. In general, there
is a leading-twist soft contribution to hard processes which,
as discussed in@52#, might influence the shadowing behavior
even for large values ofM2. However, our assumption to
neglect all shadowing contributions in direct and anomalous
interactions is justified since we are interested in estimating
the maximum possible effect of the pointlike interactions on
the shadowing behavior at high energies. It is obvious how
the pointlike processes have to be taken into account in Eq.
~13!: sVN has to be replaced by (12j)sVN andA•sg!N

pl is
added explicitly to Eq.~10!, with

FIG. 4. The dependence of the total cross sections for interac-
tions of real photons with carbon, copper, and lead on the photon
energy~full lines! is compared to measurements@53–56#. The in-
fluence of the coherence length is indicated by dotted lines where
we show the cross sections as they would be obtained disregarding
the finite coherence length of the photon.

FIG. 5. Extrapolation of total cross sections for photoproduction
off carbon-, copper-, and lead-nuclei.As is the photon-nucleon c.m.
energy. The pure GVDM prediction is shown by the dotted lines.
The cross sections taking the suppression of shadowing by pointlike
photon-nucleon interactions into consideration are given by solid
lines.

FIG. 6. Per-nucleon ratios of real photon-carbon~a!, -copper
~b!, and -lead~c! cross sections to photon-nucleon cross sections are
shown together with measurements@53–56#.
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j~s,Q2!5
sg!N
pl

~s,Q2!

sg!N
tot

~s,Q2!
,

sg!N
pl

~s,Q2!5sg!N
dir

~s,Q2!1sg!N
ano

~s,Q2!. ~19!

In Fig. 4 we compare our results onsgA in the photopro-
duction limit (Q250) for carbon, copper, and lead targets
~solid lines! to data@53–56#. The agreement is reasonable
apart from the low energy region where our results for the
carbon target seem to show less shadowing than measured.
However, for n'2–3 GeV the lower energy limit of the
applicability of the model is reached. In addition, we indicate
with dotted lines the cross sections which would be obtained
if one neglects the limited coherence length at low energies.
Whereas this effect is less significant for light targets, it is
responsible for the increase of the cross sections towards
lower energies observed in interactions of real photons with
copper and lead nuclei.

An extrapolation in energy of the real photon-nucleus
cross section is presented in Fig. 5, again, for the three target
nuclei carbon, copper, and lead. Here, the pointlike interac-
tions lead to a stronger increase of the cross sections above a
photon-nucleon c.m. energy of 100 GeV~solid lines! than it
would be obtained neglecting the suppression of the
Glauber-cascade by pointlike processes~dotted lines!.

B. Nuclear shadowing of photons

The ratio of the total photon-nucleus to the total photon-
nucleon cross section, which gives the effective number of
nucleonsAeff ‘‘seen’’ by the photon projectile, has been
measured in photoproduction experiments using carbon, cop-
per, and lead targets@53–56#. We compare these data in the
form Aeff /A, frequently called ‘‘effective attenuation,’’ to
results of our calculations in Fig. 6~a!–6~c!. The agreement
is reasonable. However, there are considerable uncertainties
within the measurements as well as differences between the
results obtained in different experiments which make it dif-
ficult to draw further conclusions from this comparison.

In Fig. 7 the shadowing ratiossg!A /(Asg!N) for real

photons are extrapolated in energy up to a photon-nucleon
c.m. energy of 2 TeV. In order to study the influence of
pointlike processes to the high energy shadowing behavior
we plot the full model~solid lines! and the cross sections
obtained if the pointlike processes are not taken into consid-
eration ~dotted lines!. From this comparison we conclude
that pointlike processes are responsible for a decrease of the
nuclear shadowing with increasing energy.

Let us now turn to lepton-nucleus interactions where the
shadowing region (x,0.1) has been investigated by the
E665 Collaboration using 470 GeV/c muons and by the New
Muon Collaboration~NMC! using 200 GeV muons. Within
our calculations the fluxg of virtual photons is sampled ac-
cording to the equivalent photon approximation~EPA!
folded with theQ2 dependent cross sectionsg!A @Eq. ~10!,
see also@32# for details#

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5 but for the shadowing ratios.

FIG. 8. The dependence of the per-nucleon ratios of photon-
carbon ~a!, -calcium ~b!, and -lead~c! cross sections to photon-
nucleon cross sections on the Bjorken-x is compared to data of the
E665- @57# and NMC-Collaborations@58,59#.
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s lA5E dyE dQ2g~y,Q2!sg!A~s,Q2!, ~20!

with y being the lepton energy fraction taken by the photon.
The kinematic cuts as they were applied to the measured data
are taken into account. In Fig. 8~a!–8~c! we compare the
model predictions concerning thex dependence of the cross
section ratios to E665@57# and NMC data@58,59#. Our re-
sults are binned in the same way as the E665 data, showing
that our photon-flux approximation gives averagex values in
each bin which correspond to the measured ones. The aver-
ageQ2 values range from 0.15 GeV2 in the lowestx bin up
to 7.9 GeV2 in the highest bin. The calculations for the three
target nuclei carbon, calcium, and lead are in reasonable
agreement with the E665 data but overestimate the NMC
data slightly.

In order to study theQ2 dependence of the cross section
ratios at fixed values ofx we parametrize them as

RA5
sg!A

Asg!N
5a1blog10~Q

2/GeV2!. ~21!

In Fig. 9 we plot the slopeb as function ofx, again for
carbon, calcium, and lead targets, together with E665 mea-
surements@57#. Our results are consistent with the experi-
mental observations, i.e., with a weakQ2 dependence of the
shadowing effect within the consideredx range.

The strength of shadowing may also be studied by param-
etrizing the per-nucleon cross section ratios byRA}Aa21. In
Fig. 10 we compare results of our calculations on the values
of a to E665 data@57#. Even though our values are system-
atically above the data, they are still compatible with them.

Extrapolating the shadowing ratios to high energies at
fixed large values ofQ2 (x→0) Kopeliovich and Povh pre-
dicted within their model that shadowing vanishes@60#. As
shown in Fig. 11 for carbon~a! and lead targets~b!, within
our model we predict the same qualitative features since the
soft contributions are more strongly suppressed with the pho-
ton virtuality than the pointlike contributions. Applying an
energy-independent cutoff to calculate the pointlike photon
interactions, one would get also a decrease of shadowing in
the photoproduction limit at very high energies. However, it
is expected that the transverse momentum cutoff should in-
crease with energy in order to guarantee that the calculation
is restricted to a kinematic region where lowest-order pertur-
bative QCD estimates are reliable. Several parametrizations
of the energy dependence of the cutoff have been suggested
in @61,62#. These parametrizations predict a only slowly
varying cutoff up to c.m. energies of about 2 TeV. Therefore,
we assume that the qualitative results reported here do not
change applying an energy-dependent cutoff. This has been
confirmed numerically for the parametrization discussed in
@62#.

C. Quasielastic vector meson production

A further test of theQ2 behavior of our model can be
performed by studying quasielastic vector meson production.

FIG. 9. The slopes of the logarithmicQ2 dependence of the
shadowing ratio RA are compared to results of the E665
Collaboration@57#.

FIG. 10. TheA dependence of the per-nucleon cross section
ratiosRA}Aa21 for different bins of the Bjorken-x is shown to-
gether with E665 data@57#.
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For example, the cross section for the~coherent! quasielastic
r0 production off a nucleus with mass numberA depends on
Q2 like

sg!A→r0A~s,Q2!;S mr
2

mr
21Q2D 2S 11e

Q2

mr
2Dsr0A

el
~s,Q2!,

~22!

wheresr0A
el is obtained according to Eq.~18!. In Fig. 12 we

show our results together with data of the NMC Collabora-
tion @63#. In eachQ2 bin, the average photon energy and the
average value ofe were used as given in@63#. In order to
compare the shape, our results were normalized to the data.
Parametrizingsr0A

el as

sr0A
el

~Q2!5s0SQ0
2

Q2D b

~23!

we get from a fit to our results values forb of 2.6 for deu-
terium, 2.5 for carbon, and 2.4 for calcium. Since our results
slightly deviate from a power-law behavior inQ2 we esti-
mate the uncertainties for theb values by excluding either
the cross sections at the two lowest or highestQ2 from the
fit. For the threeb values we obtain an uncertainty of
60.2. Comparing it to the experimental value of
b52.0260.07 from a combined fit to the data for the three

target nuclei@63#, we conclude that our results show a some-
what strongerQ2 dependence than the NMC data. This de-
viation might be caused by the fact that we do not explicitly
treat ther, v, andf vector mesons but instead include them
into the mass continuum Eq.~1!. Considering the low-mass
vector mesons separately in Eq.~1! we would expect a better
agreement between the quasielasticr production data and
the model. However, in this case new parameters would be
introduced into the model which are not needed for the in-
vestigation of the influence of pointlike effects on shadow-
ing. Furthermore, we note that the values of the kinematic
variabless andQ2 of the experiment partially exceed the
limit Q2!s where our simple approach can be expected to
be reliable.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Cross sections for photon-nucleus interactions are calcu-
lated based on the assumption that the photon may interact

FIG. 11. Bjorken-x-dependence of the per-nucleon ratios of
photon-carbon~a! and photon-lead~b! cross sections to photon-
nucleon cross sections shown forQ250.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0
GeV2 ~from the bottom to the top!.

FIG. 12. Dependence of the quasielasticr0-production cross
sections on the photon virtuality for photon-deuterium~a!, -carbon
~b!, and -calcium~c! interactions. The model results are normalized
to the data of the NMC Collaboration@63#.
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directly or as a ‘‘resolved’’qq̄ state. We apply the general-
ized vector dominance model together with Glauber-Gribov
theory taking coherence length effects into account. Total
photon-nucleon cross sections are calculated within the
CKMT model.

We assume that direct and anomalous photon interactions
are pointlike, i.e., the photon interacts with only one target
nucleon. The cross sections corresponding to the pointlike
processes are estimated within lowest order perturbative
QCD. The suppression of the Glauber cascade due to these
pointlike photon interactions is explicitly taken into account.

Real photon-nucleus cross sections are compared to data
and extrapolated to high energies. In addition, we study the
shadowing behavior in photon-nucleus interactions for mod-
erate photon virtualities by comparing them to data. In both
cases a reasonable agreement with the data is found. It is
discussed that pointlike photon interactions lead to a sup-

pressed shadowing in interactions with heavy target nuclei at
high energies.

In @24# this study is extended to particle production in
interactions of weakly virtual photons off nuclei. There, the
description of particle production is based on the above dis-
cussed cross sections and shadowing behavior combined
with the ideas of the two-component dual parton model de-
scribing photon-nucleon interactions.
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